
 

 

 

CITY OF VANCOUVER 
 

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT 

 
 Report Date: May 5, 2006 
 Author: M. Sutherland 
 Phone No.: 7565 
 RTS No.: 05754 
 VanRIMS No.: 14-1000-01 
 Meeting Date: May 16, 2006 
 
TO: Vancouver City Council 

FROM: The Director of Facilities Design and Management and the Fire Chief in 
consultation with the General Manager, Park Board  

SUBJECT: Replacement of Firehall No.15 - Development Options  

 
RECOMMENDATION 

A. THAT Council approve the replacement of Firehall No. 15 located at 3003 East 
22nd Avenue, on the current site with the replacement building to incorporate 
existing historic elements similar to recent firehall replacement projects;  

 
AND FURTHER THAT: 
 
i) Staff report back on the additional funding estimated at a cost of 1.2 

million required for a three-bay firehall, as contemplated in the 2006-
2008 Capital Plan, 

 
OR 

 
ii) Council direct Staff to proceed with a reduced program for a two-bay 

firehall to be constructed within the approved funding of $4.9 million;  
 

OR 
 

CONSIDERATION 
 
Should Council wish to retain the firehall on the existing site in lieu of A i) and ii) above; 
 

B. That Council direct staff to negotiate an agreement with Park Board that would 
permit the construction of a new three-bay fire facility with surface parking in 
Renfrew Park; to sell the existing firehall, which is to be retained, and site; 
and direct net revenues from the sale to Park Board as compensation for the 
use of park land;  

 A16 
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AND FURTHER THAT: 
 
i. Staff report back on the additional funding estimated at a cost of $1.2 

million, required for the replacement with a three bay firehall as 
proposed in the 2006 - 2008 Capital Plan 

 
 
OR 

 
ii) Council direct Staff to proceed with a reduced program for a two-bay 

firehall to be constructed within the approved funding of $4.9 million;  
  

CITY MANAGER'S COMMENTS 

The City Manager notes that Vancouver Fire and Rescue and Facilities Design staff have been 
through a significant review of options available for the redevelopment on Firehall No. 15.  At 
the end of the process, the issue comes down to whether Council wishes to have the existing 
firehall building retained on the existing site.   This option would have significant cost 
implications for the City at a time when the Capital Budget is stretched to the limit and is 
facing increasing costs on a number of significant projects.  The heritage assessment (S.O.S.) 
does not give a compelling argument for the merits of this building and retention.  Moreover, 
there is currently no use identified for the building and no sponsor with the financial capacity 
to take on the redevelopment identified.  As a result the City faces significant financial risk 
related to securing and holding the building and potentially to upgrading and operating it.  
Finally, while there had been some expectation that a residential development on the site 
could incorporate the existing building and provide a source of funding to compensate the 
Park Board for the loss of park space in Renfrew Park, this option has been reviewed by Real 
Estate staff and has been found not to be financially viable.  As a result, in addition to the 
additional costs associated with the redevelopment, it is likely that securing the proposed 
Renfrew Park site from the Park Board will result in additional cost. 
 
As a result, the City Manager believes the most prudent option is the Council to proceed as 
had been anticipated in the last two Capital Plans.  That is to redevelop the firehall on the 
existing site, incorporating historic features of the existing building in the new design. This 
practice has become common in the redevelopment of firehalls throughout the City and 
provides a good compromise between providing a functional building for the Fire Department 
and maintaining a connection with the neighbourhood.  The City Manager favours the 
redevelopment based on the three-bay configuration reflected in Recommendation A(i) 
because it reflect the programmatic needs of the Fire Department.  However, the option of a 
two-bay replacement is a viable option should Council not be prepared to provide additional 
funding. 
 
The City Manager RECOMMENDS approval of A but leaves the choice between A(i) and A(ii) for 
Council CONSIDERATION. 
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COUNCIL POLICY 

Council approval is required for projects funded from the Capital Budget. 
 
Funding must be in place prior to proceeding with the development of any project.  

PURPOSE 

This report responds to Council’s request to provide a memorandum on the current status of 
Firehall No. 15 replacement.  Two redevelopment options are presented depending on 
Council’s wishes with respect to the existing facility. This report is to be read in conjunction 
with a memorandum from the Board of Parks and Recreation with regard to the feasibility of 
locating Firehall No. 15 in Renfrew Park, which will be tabled after its May 15, 2006 meeting. 

BACKGROUND 

Firehall No. 15 is located at 3003 East 22nd Avenue. This two-bay wood frame hall was built in 
1913 and is now 93 years old. Factors of age, poor condition and type of construction have 
meant that this firehall neither meets fire department operating requirements, nor current 
building code regulations for post-disaster buildings. 
 
In August 2002, the Property Endowment Fund (PEF) purchased the adjacent lot at 3015 East 
22nd Avenue, for $365,000 including related costs, for consolidation with the existing firehall 
site. This was done in anticipation of accommodating the expanded program for a three-bay 
firehall which requires a larger site area than the existing two-bay hall.   
 
In 2003, funding in the amount of $300,000 was approved in the 2003-2005 Capital Plan to 
commence design of a replacement firehall on the existing site at 3003 East 22nd Avenue. The 
2006-2008 Capital Plan provided an additional funding of $4,585,000 which includes the cost 
of purchasing an adjacent site to accommodate the redevelopment.  Total funding of $4.88 
million is available to complete this project.  An additional $450,000 was approved to 
construct a back-up server room in the basement area if feasible. 
 
On February 14, 2006, Council requested a report from staff on the options for saving or 
moving the existing firehall building, including consideration of Fire Department, Park Board 
and community interests and project timelines.   Preliminary planning work begun in 2004 is 
currently on hold pending a decision on this report.   
 
Project delays to generate retention options and escalation in construction costs mean the 
available funding is only sufficient to construct a two-bay firehall which will not meet the 
program. Preliminary estimates indicate that the cost to construct a three-bay firehall as 
envisioned is approximately $6,015,000 (including land) or approximately $1.2 million above 
the current budget, assuming work is tendered in the fall of 2006.  
 
This report is being referred to the Board of Parks and Recreation for consideration at their 
next meeting on May 15, 2006.  The Board’s comments will be presented to Council on May 
16, 2006. 
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DISCUSSION 

The recommendation in the Capital Plan to replace the existing facility on site was based on a 
number of factors.  Upgrading the existing Firehall No. 15 to current code would require 
“dismantling” the building at a major cost premium to a simple replacement. In addition to 
its structural deficiency, the building does not meet the fire department’s current functional 
requirements with regard to size and adjacencies of the apparatus bay, dormitories and 
kitchen. The program for this firehall has expanded in response to increased current and 
future requirements to include: a three-bay firehall with larger apparatus bays;  
accommodation for the Battalion Chief to improve command coverage in the east side of the 
City; and an office for Fire Prevention Officers assigned to this district. Also, if suitable space 
can be created, a back-up server room for City Services would be located in this post disaster 
facility.  
 
However, several options were explored for retention of the existing building on the current 
site.   The requirements for upgrading the building (seismic, structural and abatement) are 
onerous for a post-disaster facility and residential redevelopment and were generally not 
feasible.  
 
Statement of Significance 
 
Firehall No. 15 is not on the Vancouver Heritage Register.  Its pastoral setting in the Renfrew 
Community has vanished with development of the City.  Functional renovations required in 
the 1950’s have altered or removed many of the historic elements in this building.  However, 
staff engaged heritage consultant, Donald Luxton & Associates, to prepare a Statement of 
Significance (SOS) for this firehall and site. The complete Consultant’s SOS which is included 
as Appendix ‘A’ identifies the key elements of its heritage character as: 
 

• “institutional, utilitarian form, scale and massing as expressed by its two storey plus basement 
height and regular, rectangular plan 

• hipped roof with hose tower at northwest corner and gabled wall dormer on west side 
• Arts and Crafts style details such as triangular eave brackets, and varied siding, including 

lapped wood and shingle siding (now obscured by a later stucco application) 
• exterior architectural details such as a timber string course with a small drip lip between the 

first and second storeys; boxed overhanging eaves with triangular eave brackets at the corners; 
and twin garage bays 

• fenestration, including original double-hung, one-over-one, wooden sash windows; bay window 
on west elevation and square bay in the rear; multi-paned wooden sash windows; and small 
rectangular windows on front facade 

• interior features including extensive use of interior fir wainscoting, flooring, baseboards and 
balustrades; ornate pressed-metal ceiling; brass pole; fir lockers (one original oak remains); 
hexagonal mosaic floor tiles in bathrooms; hay loft between the first and second storeys; and 
‘Blain Boiler Works’ boiler in the basement” 

 
In previous firehall replacement projects, where significant historic characteristics have been 
identified and where the functional operating requirements of the fire department could be 
addressed, firehalls have been upgraded or adaptively reused. When the original building 
could not be retained, contemporary firehalls have been built with sensitivity to heritage 
context and elements. If the decision is to deconstruct the firehall, efforts will be made to 
incorporate historic elements in the new firehall as demonstrated in previous projects. 
Appendix “B” has examples of recent projects which illustrate these efforts such as Firehall 
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No. 6, Marpole Seniors Centre (former Firehall No. 22); Firehall Theatre and the new Firehalls 
No.18 and No. 3.   
 
Neighbourhood Visioning Study  
 
The Renfrew Collingwood Visioning Study (March 23, 2004) identified 26 vision directions. In 
considering replacement of this firehall, staff made reference to the following: 
  

• Retaining character buildings should be encouraged. 
• Possible locations for new housing types around parks should be explored. 
• Renfrew and 22nd is identified as a mini-node which could be strengthened by mixed use 

development, increased housing, a ‘Renfrew Height’ shopping area.  
• “Public buildings . . .  such as the Firehall No. 15 (at 22nd and Nootka) are “historic” 

landmarks which provide many fond memories for long-term residents. Some recent 
buildings, like the Renfrew Branch Library designed in modern style, are also important 
landmarks. Vision participants felt that public buildings should meet particularly high 
design and construction standards because they are heavily used and symbolically 
important. All designs should be welcoming, easy to access and easy to find your way 
around in. Residents should have opportunities to provide input in the development of 
these public buildings.” 

• “Existing public buildings with heritage character should be retained and well maintained, 
with renovations and additions made which are compatible with the existing building’s 
style.” 

• “New public buildings should be well designed in a contemporary style and well 
maintained.” 

 
The visioning study suggests exploration of retention options for the existing character 
firehall. On the other hand, new contemporary public buildings such as the neighbouring 
Renfrew Library are clearly welcomed for their contribution to the public realm.    
 
 
DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS 
 
After considering the fire department’s operating needs, the SOS, visioning study and 
comments from several members of the public, the staff team, including Park Board 
representation, have identified two primary options for consideration by the Park Board and 
Council as follows: 
 
OPTION ONE – Rebuild the Firehall in Current Location at 22nd and Nootka 
 
The three-bay (11,000 sq. ft.) firehall would be rebuilt in the current location on the 
expanded site created for this purpose as contemplated in the Capital Plan (see Appendix 
‘C’). The existing building would not be retained.  An option for its relocation is discussed in 
the Appendix ‘D’.  The project cost, including escalation, is estimated at $6,015,000, if 
construction commences in the fall of 2006. 
 
Staff are recommending that this option be adopted since: it responds to the current program 
of VFRS; offers an opportunity to incorporate heritage aspects of the existing hall that are 
considered to be desirable into the new design; and permits the project to proceed in a 
timely way. In light of the recent escalation in the cost of construction and delays, staff have 
provided two suitable options for addressing the projected $1.2 million budget shortfall, 
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either, reduce the program of the firehall from a three-bay to a two-bay hall, or develop the 
three-bay option further to report back more precisely on the shortfall and a source of 
funding. The Fire Chief does not support reducing the program. Staff also note that if a 
suitable purchaser with a receiver site and sufficient funding to restore the facility is 
identified within the project time frame, that the option of moving the building be 
considered in lieu of demolition. This option is included in Appendix “D”. 
 
OPTION TWO: Construct Firehall in Renfrew Park/ Sell Existing Retained Firehall and Site 
 
The second option is relocate the firehall on a new site in the neighbourhood in order to 
retain the existing building.  As there are very few sites suitable for a new fire facility within 
the service area of Firehall No. 15 that will allow VFRS to maintain response times, staff 
propose to construct the firehall on the parking lot in Renfrew Park(see Appendix “C”). 
 
Several sites were reviewed in Renfrew Park which is just across Nootka Street from the 
existing firehall site, and the current parking lot off of Renfrew Street was deemed most 
suitable. The 18,000 square foot parking lot has a mid-block direct access to Renfrew Street 
which works well for emergency vehicles. However, it lies at the edge of Renfrew Ravine 
which is an important park asset as it is one of the few remnant woodland areas within the 
City and the focus of dedicated community stewardship activities.  The firehall design would 
be challenged to respect this unique environmental setting.  A three-bay firehall with surface 
parking for staff requires approximately 10,500 square feet of the existing 18,000 square foot 
parking area.  Public parking (up to 25 of the approximately 57 existing spaces) would be on 
street, as is the case, in many other areas of the City.  The project budget for a three-bay 
firehall with surface parking is estimated at approximately $6,135,000 million which is 
comparable to Option One.  
 
Council would have two options under this proposal.  If Council wishes to retain the existing 
building and site in City hands, the cost of basic upgrades to the shell (seismic, structural and 
asbestos abatement) is estimated at $1.1 million. The cost of finishing and fitting-out the 
building for a specific purpose, which would be in addition to the initial upgrading work, 
could more than double this cost and could commit the City to ongoing operating costs.   To 
date, no specific use or source of funding for the upgrades, fit-out and ongoing operating cost 
has been identified, nor does this proposal provide funding to compensate the Park Board for 
the loss of park space in Renfrew Park. 
 
Staff explored a number of schemes that would lead to sale of the existing building through 
incentives for residential redevelopment.  This approach would allow the existing building to 
be retained on a redeveloped site with the proceeds of sale to be used to compensate the 
Park Board for the lost park space.   However, financial analysis of the conceptual schemes 
found these to be unprofitable, raising questions about the sale value of the site, if the 
existing building is to be retained.  
 
As discussed, a suitable group with the capacity to purchase the firehall and site and to 
undertake upgrades to the building without cost to the City will have to be identified.  A 
letter expressing interest in purchasing the building and land has been received from the 
Vancouver Fire Fighters Union Local 18 (Appendix ‘E’), however negotiations on this basis 
have not occurred.  
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Considerable time and effort was spent exploring variants and other options which proved to 
be unfeasible or less cost effective than the primary two options presented above (see 
Appendix ‘D’ for detail on many of the options). 
 
If this Option Two is preferred by Council, an agreement would have to be negotiated with 
Park Board for the use of space in Renfrew Park for report back.  At which time, Council and 
Park Board would have to vote by a two-thirds majority to relinquish the permanent park 
status of the lands to be used for the firehall and its associated parking.  

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

The projected cost of a replacement facility for Firehall No 15 has increased by $1.2 million 
for a total amount of $6,015,000 in Option One or $6,135,000 in Option Two. Funding 
approved for the project is $4,885,000 which may be sufficient to construct a two-bay rather 
than a three-bay hall which is required by VFRS’s program.  
 
The estimated increase of $1.2 million in the past twelve months is largely due to delays 
arising from the unanticipated lengthy review process and unprecedented escalation in 
construction costs for this building type. Current projections for this project anticipate 
escalation increases of $80,000 per month. 
 
Should Council accept the recommendation of staff that the building be replaced with a 
three-bay hall on the existing site, then staff will proceed to develop the project and report 
back on the additional funding requirement (estimated at $1.2 million) and a source of 
funding.  If Council wishes to hold the expenditure on this facility to the existing budget, a 
decision to reduce the scope of the facility to a two-bay hall is required. 
 
Should Council wish to relocate the fire facility in order to retain the existing building on the 
current site, staff believe the only option is to relocate the firehall to a site in Renfrew Park.  
The options related to building scale do not change, and it is anticipated that overall costs 
will remain within the $6.1 million estimate.   Funding for any compensation to Park Board for 
the loss of park site will have to be generated from the sale of the existing building and site. 

COMMUNICATIONS PLAN 

Once an option is selected, staff propose holding information meetings which have been 
deferred with the Community, as soon as possible. Information on the two primary options 
and some of the variants explored for retention would be presented with initial concepts for 
rebuilding the firehall on the existing site or within Renfrew Park. Community ideas on how to 
respect the history of this firehall would be solicited for incorporation as the design of a new 
firehall develops in either case. The project would follow the typical process for a 
development permit which includes public notification.    
 
Park Board has established community consultation processes.  
 
SCHEDULE  
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Subsequent to the acquisition of park land if this is required, both options would have a 
similar schedule for completion of design, permits and tenders.  If rezoning becomes 
necessary, the process for a Director of Planning initiated application would add 
approximately eight months to the schedule. 
 
If Option Two is selected, staff note that the existing firehall will remain in full operation 
until the new facility in the park is completed. This will delay conveyance of sale or re-use of 
the existing building for at least two years. 

CONCLUSION 

Staff have received calls from several community members who favour retention of the 
existing building. Many options have been generated to explore re-use or some form of 
retention of the existing firehall building. The financial implications of this process and 
various retention options are outlined in the report and appendices.  
 
VFRS and Facilities staff are very concerned about the present condition of the existing 
firehall and further cost escalations that future delays will cause. The capital cost of this 
replacement project has increased by $1.2 million in the past twelve months with escalation 
projected at $80,000 per month.  Funding for this variance has yet to be addressed.  
 
Parks and Facilities staff and VFRS prefer Option One, constructing the three-bay firehall on 
the existing site and deconstructing the existing firehall.  This option eliminates uncertainty 
with respect to schedule and funding, preserves park land and reduces the risk of the City 
funding on-going costs for the existing building for an extended period. The replacement 
firehall would be designed as a public building with the landmark character suggested in the 
visioning study. Efforts would be made to incorporate or salvage historic character elements 
such as wainscot, tiles, stone work, timber, etc. 
 
 

* * * * * 
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1 . 0  I N T R O D U C T I O N

Subject Property: Fire Hall No.15

Address: 3003 East 22 Avenue

Date of Construction: 1913-1914

Fire Hall No. 15 was originally located in the Cedar Cottage neighbourhood, and was

constructed at a time when South Vancouver was a separate municipality. It is currently being

considered for replacement, and this report provides an analysis of the heritage value of the

structure.

1.1 Edwardian Era Fire Halls in Vancouver

The Vancouver Fire Department (VFD) began as a volunteer fire company after the Great Fire

of 1886 devastated downtown Vancouver. The VFD serviced Vancouver and the smaller

communities surrounding the city, including the Municipalities of South Vancouver and

Burnaby. There were several early fire halls constructed during the late Victorian era, but

except for Fire Hall No.1 on Water Street, they were rudimentary structures of utilitarian

wood-frame construction.

During the Edwardian era, the time of the City’s great expansion, construction of neighbour-

hood fire halls was considered essential if the newly erected frame houses and commercial

buildings were to be protected. As the city expanded rapidly, a number of neighbourhood fire

halls were constructed in a very short time span.

A number of wood-frame Edwardian-era fire halls were built from a stock plan developed by

the City. Fire Hall No. 14, which was located at 2700 Cambridge Street (demolished), was an

identical design to No. 15, and other fire halls at 3rd and Balaclava and 24th and Prince Albert
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were similar in design. The fire control needs of each of the expanding residential neighbour-

hoods were apparently similar, for a single fire hall design was judged suitable for each of

these districts. 

The early headquarters of the Vancouver Fire Department, Fire Hall No. 2, located at 289 East

Cordova Street (W.T. Whiteway, architect, 1905) was built of brick; it has been converted for

use as the Firehall Theatre (Roger Hughes, Architect, 1976). The Mount Pleasant Fire Hall at

12th Avenue and Quebec Street was built of brick, but has been demolished. Another early fire

hall, No. 22, located at 1395 West 70th Avenue, was finished in stucco with brick detailing; it

has been converted for use as a community facility. The only other early fire hall remaining in

active use for its original purpose is Fire Hall No. 6, 1500 Nelson Street (Honeyman & Curtis,

architects, 1907-9; additions by A.J. Bird, City Architect in1929). The other Edwardian era fire

halls have been demolished.
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2 . 0  D E S C R I P T I O N

2.1 Description of Exterior Features

Fire Hall No.15 is a typical wood-frame Edwardian fire hall, constructed from a Vancouver

Fire Department stock plan. The building is of a utilitarian, modest design two storeys in

height, with a full basement and a regular, rectangular plan. Its distinguishing feature is the tall

hose tower at the northwest corner, and two large truck doors at the front. The building has 

a hipped roof and a gabled wall dormer on the west elevation with a bay window set

underneath. 
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The building displays some Arts and Crafts detailing, as exhibited by its triangular eave

brackets, and lapped wood and shingle siding, now clad with a later stucco cladding; the

original sidings are assumed to still exist, given the thickness of the stucco relative to the

exposed trim. The sleeping porch on the second storey is the only location where the shingle

siding is currently exposed. The original arched openings of the second floor porch openings

have also been squared off, and it is unknown if the original balustrades are still extant.

There are some original windows still existing at the Fire Hall, such as the double-hung 

1-over-1 wooden-sash windows in the sleeping porch. There are also two smaller square

windows on the front facade. 

There have been several alterations to the Fire Hall that have notably affected its original

appearance. Over time, the original truck bay openings have been enlarged, the hose tower

roof was taken down and replaced with a flat roof, and a coat of stucco was applied over the

original sidings. These alterations, although notable, can also be considered reversible. Based

on documentary evidence, the hose tower roof could be reconstructed, and original details

reinstated. Stucco removal from a wood-frame building is a relatively simple procedure,

although the condition of the original siding is unknown and would need to be determined.

The costs of any restoration, rehabilitation or remedial measures is unknown.
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2.2 Description of Interior Features

The interior of Fire Hall No.15 contains a number of original or early, authentic details, and

has many well-preserved original features. Living, sleeping and storage spaces are provided on

the second floor, while fire equipment is housed on the ground floor. The ground floor has

retained its original spatial configuration, with an open span, tall truck bay, with two large

garage doors on the front. A small cornice and ornate pressed metal ceilings are extant in the

main truck bays, and appear to be in excellent condition. At the rear of the first storey is the

entrance to the hose tower, with exposed fir boards, and the entrance to the hay loft. A fir

staircase on the east side of the building connects to the second storey. 

On the second storey, the hall has retained its original fir wainscoting, flooring, baseboards,

door and window surrounds, balustrades and newel posts. The original layout has been

retained, with one large room at the front for sleeping quarters, one large bathroom with

shower facilities, a common room, and the chief’s office with private sleeping quarters. The

general sleeping quarters have retained early oak lockers and a brass pole; it is unknown if

these features are original to the date of first construction, but most likely are, or are from an

early time period. There is an open sleeping porch off the general sleeping quarters at the front

of the building. The original hexagonal mosaic tiles in the bathroom are in good condition. 
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The basement of Fire Hall No.15 has some exposed construction elements, such as the

concrete foundation and the heavy steel I-beams. In general, the basement is a clear-span

space, punctuated with vertical beams. The basement also houses a ‘Blain Boiler Works’

boiler.
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3 . 0  S T A T E M E N T  O F  S I G N I F I C A N C E

3.1 Description of Historic Place

Fire Hall No.15 is a two-storey plus basement, Edwardian era fire hall, with two truck bays on

the front facade and a tall hose tower at the rear. It is located on a corner lot at 22nd Avenue

and Nootka Street, in East Vancouver. 

3.2 Heritage Value of Historic Place

Fire Hall No.15 demonstrates the continuing growth and maturity of the city and the

Vancouver Fire Department (VFD), at a time when Vancouver was expanding south following

the construction of the interurban tramway between Vancouver and New Westminster. The

fire department began as a volunteer fire company after the Great Fire of 1886 devastated

downtown Vancouver, and serviced Vancouver and the smaller communities surrounding the

city, including the Municipalities of South Vancouver and Burnaby. Except for a brief period

between 1917 and 1924, when the station was closed due to cutbacks, Fire Hall No.15 has

continuously served the South Vancouver community and continues to be a major community

landmark, particularly due to its location next to Renfrew Park.

Additionally, Fire Hall No.15 is significant as one of only two active fire stations remaining

from the Edwardian era development and expansion of the VFD. Built in 1913-14, Fire 

Hall No.15 is a good example of an Edwardian era fire hall, and displays influences of the

pervasive Arts and Crafts style popular during that period. The building is a standard VFD

stock plan, with a two bay garage on the front, and living quarters on the second storey. It was

built on a tall point of land on a corner lot, permitting uninterrupted views over the surround-

ing community, with an open “grazing” area to the east of the station for the horses that

originally pulled the fire trucks. The large twin bays at the front were designed for easy access

for the fire company’s horses and equipment, and later for fire trucks, when in 1917 the VFD
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became the first major fire department in Canada to become fully motorized. The tower was a

functional space for the storage of the fire hoses, allowing them to hang and dry between uses;

its height would also have allowed a view for any smoke rising over the surrounding areas.

The station has retained a number of original and authentic interior features, such as pressed

tin ceiling tiles, fir wainscoting and a traditional fire pole.

3.3 Character-Defining Elements

Key elements that define the heritage character of Fire Hall No.15 include its:

• corner location at 22nd Avenue and Nootka Street, built on a high point of land to

maximize views 

• institutional, utilitarian form, scale and massing as expressed by its two storey

plus basement height and regular, rectangular plan

• hipped roof with hose tower at northwest corner and a gabled wall dormer on the

west side

• wood-frame construction of full-dimensioned lumber, with concrete foundation

• Arts and Crafts style details such as triangular eave brackets, and varied sidings,

including lapped wood and shingle siding (now obscured by later stucco)

• exterior architectural details such as: a timber stringcourse with a small drip

moulding between the first and second storeys; boxed overhanging eaves with

triangular eave brackets at the corners; and twin garage bays

• fenestration, including: original double-hung 1-over-1 wooden-sash windows;

bay window on west elevation and square bay in the rear; multi-paned wooden-

sash windows; and small rectangular windows on front facade

• interior features including: extensive use of fir wainscoting, flooring, baseboards

and balustrades; ornate pressed-metal ceilings in the truck bay; brass pole; oak

lockers; hexagonal mosaic floor tiles in bathrooms; hay loft between first and

second storeys; and ‘Blain Boiler Works’ boiler in the basement

• associated landscape features including the remnants of the original stone wall on

the southwest corner; and wide grassed side yard to the east
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A P P E N D I X  A :  R E S E A R C H  S U M M A R Y

City of Vancouver Archives

• South Vancouver Permit Records: original permit not located; Permit #2887A,

April 16th, 1916, $350 addition to fire hall. 

• Archival photograph collection searched

• Water applications searched, original application not located

• Architectural plans searched, no plans located

Vancouver Public Library

• Archival photograph collection searched, no photographs identified

Vancouver City Hall

• Water applications searched, original application not located

Collected References

• Davis, Chuck. “The Greater Vancouver Book,” pages 250-252

• Mills, Edward & Warren Sommer. “Vancouver Architecture: 1886-1914,” 

pages 531-534
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OTHER DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS  
 
As discussed in the report, the Staff team with Consultants explored many options and 
variants of the primary two options. Some further detail follows: 
 
OPTION  ONE – Rebuild the Firehall in Current Location at 22nd and Nootka 
 
The primary option has always been to proceed in a manner similar to that undertaken in 
three recent firehall replacement projects. The existing firehall is deconstructed or 
demolished with elements identified in a heritage review retained for re-use/display in the 
new facility or grounds.  In response to the apparent desire to retain the existing firehall 
building, several retention options were explored as follows: 
 
1A - Retain the existing building and incorporate it within a new two-bay firehall facility 
rather than the proposed 3-bay hall. The cost premium to retain and reuse the existing 
building within a new fire facility built to post-disaster standards is more than $1.1 M.  
Furthermore, it is impossible to integrate all of the desired program requirements in the new 
facility without functional compromises. A two -bay hall will limit the ability of the fire 
department to deploy large equipment in this location in the future.  
 
1B - Retain the existing firehall in its current form and location for another, as yet 
undetermined, use and construct a new fire facility beside the existing building.  The program 
for the new facility can not be met on the remaining site area, hence it is necessary to 
acquire the adjacent residential lot which adds approximately $450,000 to the project cost. 
Several informal enquiries were not well received by the current owner and the alternative of 
expropriating said property is not recommended. The resultant site will be 6 feet narrower, 
smaller in area than the existing one and require adjustments to the program.  This is not a 
viable option.  
 
1C - Donating and relocating the existing building to adjacent Park Board property was 
considered. Park Board staff confirmed they were not interested in acquisition with the cost 
of renovations (seismic, structural and abatement) and on-going operating and maintenance 
costs. The project budget carries an allowance for demolition and deconstruction which could 
be allocated to assist in relocating the building if a receiver site or group could be identified.  
 
In conclusion, the most cost-effective option is to demolish or deconstruct the existing 
building and rebuild on the current site created for this purpose.  
 
 
 
OPTION TWO – Construct Firehall in Renfrew Park / Sell Existing Retained Firehall and Site 
 
Should Council wish to retain the existing building, several options were explored. The second 
primary option is comprised of two components: Part A, being to construct the firehall in 
Renfrew Park; and Part B, being to sell the existing retained firehall and site and direct the 
net revenue from the sale to compensation for fire’s use of park land. 
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Part A - Construct Firehall in Renfrew Park 
 
Two sites in Renfrew Park were considered for relocation of the firehall. The first at the 
corner of Renfrew and 22nd was not considered feasible due to impacts of shadowing created 
by the 40-foot drop in grade to the Community Centre and its proximity to a major sewer line 
and potential underground stream.  However, a second site in the Park off Renfrew Street 
which is an 18,000 sq. ft. parking lot, appears to have sufficient space. The fire facility will 
require 10,500 sq. ft. for the building and related 10 parking spaces for fire use.  Engineering 
Services conducted traffic counts in the area which suggest the existing parking spaces which 
serve the Park are used by the public on a regular basis. ‘Design of a new firehall in Renfrew 
Park should maintain the parking which now exists to serve the park plus add whatever is 
required to serve the firehall’.  However as presented in Option Two, the fire facility would 
occupy up to 25 of the approximately 57 existing parking spaces. This public parking would 
move to the street, as is the case, in many other areas of the City.   
 
The cost premiums for parking in various options depend upon the number of spaces created 
and whether these spaces are located on the surface or in an open parkade or an underground 
parking structure which must be supported on piles.  The estimated cost for a fire facility on 
this site varies from the current option two with 10 parking spaces for fire’s use at $6.2 
million to $ 7.2 million for an option with another 25 stalls in a gated underground parkade.   
 
If Option Two is accepted by Park Board, compensation for fire’s use of a portion of the 
existing parking lot in the Park is anticipated.  Park Board staff suggest that market value of 
the park land be reviewed to set a benchmark.  Option Two contemplates sale of the existing 
retained firehall, land and the purchased lot at market value with the net revenue directed to 
Park Board. This is proposed as an alternative to the purchase of ravine lots or other 
replacement land for Park use.   
 
Part B  - Redevelopment of the Existing Firehall Site  
 
Several variants were explored for redevelopment of the existing site at 22nd and Euclid in a 
manner which might encourage retention of the firehall building and sufficient net revenue to 
compensate for fire’s use of park land.  Financial analysis of the conceptual schemes found 
this form of redevelopment unprofitable. Schemes for residential conversion of the firehall, 
assuming that higher density would be acceptable in a rezoning application included: 
 

• Scheme One - Townhouses (0.89 FSR) incorporating a firehall converted to four residential 
townhouses plus four adjacent townhouses on the consolidated site  

o This scheme maximizes saleable area and possibly retains historic volumes, facades, 
sleeping balconies, bay doors, hose tower, etc. 

o a scheme with condominiums (six in the firehall) plus four adjacent townhouses on the 
consolidated site was not pursued as it was less financially feasible  

 
• Scheme Two - Mixed scheme (1.45 FSR ) four townhouses with two condominiums in the 

renovated firehall and adjoining building with 12 condominiums on the consolidated site  
o this scheme possibly retains facades, balcony, bay doors, hose tower  
 

• Scheme Three - Apartments (1.45 FSR - equivalent to RM-4 zoning)  
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o this scheme does not retain volumes, may be considered ‘facadism’ and potential impact on the adjacent single family neighbours must be considered.   
 
The financial analysis by Real Estate Services found none of these schemes generated 
significant land lift or financial gain with the conversion to CD-1 zoning to cover estimated 
costs of upgrading the existing structure for reuse. The shortfall is projected at $400,000 for 
Scheme Three to $1.5 million for Scheme One with the quality of retention becoming more 
questionable as the density increases.  Rezoning of the site will take approximately 8 months. 
 
Option Two as discussed in the report, arises if purchasers for the existing firehall, land and 
the purchased residential lot can be found. In April 2006, the City received an enquiry from 
Vancouver Fire Department Union Local 18 for the purchase of land and existing firehall for 
office and other uses (Appendix ‘E’).  Initial discussions with VFF Union Local 18 focused on 
variants of Option One which would construct a new 3-bay hall adjacent existing firehall. The 
purchaser of the existing firehall would be expected to cover the cost of acquiring an 
additional residential lot (if available) plus assume the cost of upgrading the building shell 
(seismic, structural and abatement) in preparation for fit-out for a new use. These initial 
costs, estimated at $1.6 million, made this option unfeasible.  However if the fire facility can 
be constructed in the park, the cost of acquiring another lot is removed which may make sale 
of the existing facility and land at a fair market value a more feasible proposition.  Very 
recently Vancouver Fire Fighter’s Union Local 18 have expressed interest in purchasing the 
building and land, if became available.  No discussions have occurred since this proposition is 
dependent upon having a suitable site to construct the firehall (ie. in Renfrew Park.) and 
funding to compensate Park Board for the fire’s use of park land.   
 
The heritage planner has suggested further options now be considered such as a density 
transfer to a recipient site within the neighbourhood or to the heritage density bank. These 
could be explored if Park Board is willing to accept the firehall located in Renfrew Park and 
funding is made available to offset any potential shortfall.  
 
 




